
Math 1300 Final Exam Fall 2016

Instructions

Your answers must be entered in your Examination Blue
Book; answers on the exam will not be graded. For full
credit, you must show complete, correct, legible work. Read
carefully before you start working. No books or notes are
allowed. Calculators are allowed, but phones, PDAs, music
players, Apple watches, and other electronic devices are not.

Solve problem 1, and solve any 12 of the problems 2–15;
they are weighted equally. If you solve more than 12 of
the problems 2–15, then mark clearly which ones you want
graded, otherwise the first 12 answers in your Examination
Blue Book will be graded.
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Part I

Solve problem 1 and make sure to explain your reasoning.

1. Determine if the following syllogism is valid or invalid; use either a truth table or an Euler
diagram to justify your answer.

If you have an annual gym membership, then you work out at the gym
You do not have an annual gym membership

Therefore: You do not work out at the gym

Part II

Solve 12 of the problems 2–15 below. If you solve more than 12 problems, then mark clearly which
ones you want graded, otherwise the first 12 answers in your Examination Blue Book will be graded.

2. You have decided to buy a car in one year and in the meantime you plan to save up $5,000 for
a down payment. To save up the money, you set up an ordinary annuity that pays an annual
interest rate of 6%. In order to accumulate the $5,000 in one year, how much do you need to
put into the ordinary annuity each month?

3. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has quarantined six people in Atlanta who
have come down with a deadly virus. They believe that one person in the group introduced
the virus and communicated it to the others, and they hope that no one outside the group
has contracted the disease. Use the information in the table below to determine from which
one (if any) of the six people the disease could have started and spread to the entire group.

Patient People who could have contracted the virus from this patient

Frodo Pippin, Gandalf, Merry
Pippin Aragorn, Gandalf, Merry
Aragorn Sam, Merry
Sam Pippin, Merry
Gandalf Sam
Merry Gandalf

4. You recently got a $500 bonus at work and have decided to invest it into an account. How
much will you have in 2 years if the account:

(a) has a simple annual interest rate of 10%?

(b) has an interest rate of 8%, compounded monthly?

5. The average height of American women of age 18–24 is normally distributed with a mean
value of 65.5 inches and a standard deviation of 2.5 inches. What percentage of these women
are at least six feet tall?



6. Suppose you roll two (fair, six-sided) dice.

(a) What is the probability of getting a total of 11?
Use sample spaces, events, and/or outcomes to justify your answer.

(b) What are the odds against getting a total of 11?

7. An orchestra is voting on the type of fundraising campaign they want to have to raise money
for a trip. The choices are (B)ake Sale, Selling (C)andy Bars, (T)alent Show, or Car (W)ash.
The voters’ preferences are summarized in the preference table. Use this information to decide
what type of campaign will be selected using the plurality-with-elimination method.

Number of Ballots
Preference 11 14 16 13 4 7
1st C B C W W T
2nd W W T B T C
3rd T T B T C W
4th B C W C B B

8. A committee is selected to vote yes or no on a proposed location for a new parts distribution
center. The committee is composed of three people who live in (A)bbeytown, five people who
live in (B)arnsborough, six people who live in (C)hatterville, and eight people who live in
(D)itherburgh. At least 17 votes are required for a decision, and the committee members will
vote in blocs according to their places of residence. List all winning coalitions and identify
the critical members in these coalitions.

9. A city consists of four districts with the following populations:

North : 3, 420 South : 8, 850 East : 1, 760 West : 6, 970

Use Hamilton’s apportionment method to assign 20 city council seats to the four districts.

10. For a school project, Sue interviewed a total of 100 persons who were either lawyers or sales-
men. She asked them if they were happy or unhappy with their occupation. Of the 61 lawyers
interviewed, 15 were unhappy, however, only 4 of the salesmen were unhappy. Suppose that
one of the persons interviewed is selected at random.

(a) Find the probability that the person selected is a salesman.

(b) Find the probability that the person selected is happy.

(c) If we know that the selected person is a lawyer, what is the probability that the person
is happy.

11. Construct a truth table for the statement

(q ∨ ∼p) −→ (p ∧ q)

12. Adam worked a total of 21 hours last week. One job as a checker in a grocery store paid him
$9 per hour. His other job as a math tutor paid him $15 per hour. If he earned $207 between
the two jobs, how many hours did he work at each job?



13. Consider the graph
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(a) Which vertices are odd and which are even?

(b) How many edges does the graph have?

(c) Is the graph connected?

(d) Can the graph be traced? Use Euler’s Theorem to justify your answer.

14. Suppose that State A has 1,023,948 people and 19 representatives and State B has 782,505
people and 15 representatives.

(a) Calculate the average constituency for each state.

(b) Which state is more poorly represented?

(c) Calculate the relative unfairness of this apportionment.

15. The number of goals scored by each team in Major League Soccer during the 2016 regular
season are recorded below.

61, 62, 51, 53, 49, 52, 44, 55, 50, 42

50, 39, 54, 55, 42, 44, 48, 45, 32, 39

(a) Find the mean of the data set.

(b) Find the median of the data set.



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 


